KABLOONA
North, the shacks of the ragged and impure natives round the
Post are not the Arctic that I -wish to remember.
There was a night at Ellis River, two days before I boarded
the St. Rock and found myself again among my own kind, when
I walked to the top of a hill and looked round. The night was
marvellously serene. No bird broke with its cry the particular
hush that lay over land and sea, that hush that makes night in
the Arctic a thing unimaginable by men who do not know it.-
The air was cold without chill; the sea lay unwrinkled and icily
blue, for it was still in the main frozen over. A seal rose; and
alone in this vast sweep it stretched itself heavily on the ice
and slept.
I thought of the months on the trail, of the hardships and
even miseries I had endured, and of a sudden I began to miss
them with an intensity which amazed me and which, since then,
has never left me. For one does miss these trials, indeed, more
than anything else. One remembers them without remember-
ing what they made of one, Man thinks of the thing rather than
of the idea. The hospital patient, once cured, remembers less
his recovery than the bed of pain in which he lay; and for my
part I have never yearned with as much tenderness for anything
as for the polar winter and those transient shelters in the snows.
God knows we were poor enough.   Our poverty was total.
We possessed nothing: not even the snow was our own. As a
bird carries off a twig with which to make its nest, then leaves
that borrowed twig once the season has passed, so we cut and
trimmed our borrowed snow and left it to return to the common
lot, passed it on as the Eskimos bequeath from generation to
generation the stone traps in which they catch their river fish.
But there was a cheer and a contentment in our existence which
I continue to muse upon and cannot altogether explain to
myself. Was it because infinite poverty lent infinite price to the
least object? There was more to it than this.  I had lost all I
owned, but had found great riches. Like a religious, I possessed
the veritable treasures, those which could not be taken from me.
I had lost the world, but I had found myself, had exchanged the
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